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Packaging	Metadata	

Why are the object types of PDF not completely covering the requirements of 
packaging producAons?
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PDF is a page descripAon language (PDL). 

Its purpose is to show how a document (i.e. page) looks like when reproduced on a device.

What	is	PDF?	
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Metadata is data that provides informaAon about other data*

PDF objects do not have a semanAc. 

E.g. barcodes: in PDF a barcode is simply a collecAon of black rectangular objects, there is 

no further data (meta data) in the PDF that says that these rectangles compose a barcode 

with certain properAes.

What	is	metadata?	

* source Wikipedia

barcode is a collection of objects meta data describing a barcode 
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The Extensible Metadata PlaQorm (XMP) is an ISO 

standard, originally created by Adobe Systems Inc., for 

the creaAon, processing and interchange of standardized 

and custom metadata for digital documents and data 

sets*

Normalized PDF carries XMP formaXed data to enable 

Esko and Non-Esko systems to retrieve core property 

informaAon about the asset in a fast and efficient manner 

without the need of fully reading/parsing the file.

This summary can contain informaAon about PDF data as 

well as other metadata found in the file.

What	is	XMP?	

Esko XMP Viewer in Acrobat

* source Wikipedia
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PDF has no understanding of user defined groups and named objects 

Packaging	metadata	sample	1	

Complex user group of objects
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Ink properAes such as prinAng order, ink opacity will be supported by PDF 2.0. Current 1.6 does 

not know ink order or type.

Packaging	metadata	sample	2	

Sample: ink order in info panel (Phototype)

Ink order and type
required for correct rendering 
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Barcodes are an essenAal asset of packaging producAon

Packaging	metadata	sample	3	

Barcode in ArtPro
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Text layout parameters are not part of PDF. They are different in each graphic editor!

Packaging	metadata	sample	4	

Text block parameters in ArtPro
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Linked content, external references & channel mapping

Packaging	metadata	sample	5	

Linked images in ArtPro
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Esko dot shapes and calibraAon for object based screening

Packaging	metadata	sample	6	

Screening parameters in ArtPro
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CAD informaAon

Packaging	metadata	sample	7	

MFG based layout 

Studio
3D model



Normalized	PDF	
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Goals

Eliminate workflow issues when working with a public rich file format

simplificaAon of PDF content to a one “sub format”

Maximize reliable “what you see is what you print”

eliminate ambiguity early in the workflow 

Dedicated opAmizaAon for single purpose

What	is	NormalizaFon?	
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AcAons during normalizaAon

DisAllaAon of Postscript® based file formats into PDF

CompleAon of graphics with metadata for packaging preproducAon purposes

InjecAon of XMP data to summarize file informaAon for faster info access for third parAes

Removal of all non print related objects

SimplificaAon of complex PDF constructs (e.g. removal of obsolete clips and groups)

Conversion of all graphics into device color space (CMYK, DeviceN)

ExtracAon of image data for sharing and retouch purposes

and many more …

What	is	NormalizaFon?	
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Normalized	PDF	

barcode 

Ink properties 

text layout 

Structural data 

ext. images 

groups 

•  injecting metadata 
•  extracting images (optional) 
•  adding XMP information 
•  image links 

•  conversion of all colorants into 
printing color space 
(CMYK, DeviceN) 

•  removal of foreign metadata 

+ 

- 
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Enable 2-way collaboraAon on packaging assets to maximize efficiency

Think of Enfocus PitStop to auto-fix issues in packaging assets 

or

Self-contained PDF producAon assets e.g. stored in the cloud

New requirements in a more digitalized world. Assets need to serve mulAple purposes

Late stage color management: RGB to MCP just before prinAng

Deliver content for online applicaAons

PDF specificaAon is catching up with packaging requirements (e.g. Ink order in PDF 2.0)

Why	should	we	move	to	naFve	PDF?	



PDF+	
“Serving	the	needs	of	the	
convenFonal	and	digital	

packaging,	labels	and	sign	and	
display	industry.”	
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“PDF+” = “PDF + metadata”

self contained 

(including font informaAon, high resoluAon 

images, ICC profiles, …)

non-restricAve on graphical content

No imposed normalizaAon

Maintaining color spaces

No dependency on XMP

PDF+	introduced	by	ArtPro+	

+
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How does AutomaAon Engine version 16 process PDF+ files?

PDF+ files will be normalized. In future AutomaAon Engine will process PDF+ files 

naAvely.

Can I use a PDF+ files for sheet or cylinder layout?

AutomaAon Engine can normalize and process PDF+ files.

Plato 16 an ArtPro 16 allow step & repeat of PDF+ file naAvely without the need of 

imporAng them.

Can	I	use	PDF+	already	today?	
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How is normalized PDF handled by ArtPro+?

When opening a normalized PDF ArtPro+ basically behaves as PackEdge. It stays within 

the constrains and updates all meta data accordingly. The result it a valid normalized 

PDF.

How are ArtPro files handled by ArtPro+

ArtPro files are converted to normalized PDF files when opening  them with ArtPro+. 

Saving such a file will result in a normalized PDF. ArtPro+ does not write .ap files.

If	ArtPro+	is	naFve	PDF	applicaFon,	how	does	it	handle	classic	files?	
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FAQ	

What is the benefit of PDF+

PDF+ has all informaAon for output on board. This way single asset workflows can be 

realized.

Flawless exchangeability with non Esko systems

Robustness to external changes e.g. fixes with Enfocus PitStop

Late stage color management for digital print workflows

“self-containing” and “external images”, isn’t this contradictory?

PDF+ always carries the high resoluAon version of image data even if the image is an 

external reference. In case the image is externally referenced and the external image is 

changed the model offers the choice to sync the embedded version.
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FAQ	

Does PDF+ contain Esko XMP similar to Normalized PDF?

Currently not, but there are acAve discussions to add a task in AE that can add Esko 

XMP to PDF+.

Esko XMP in PDF+ will no longer contain crucial data for rendering making WYSIWYG 

even more robust.

PDF 2.0 will have support for ink sequence and opacity.

PDF+ is already following the PDF 2.0 specificaAon for ink sequence and opacity today




